
 
 

Memorandum 
 

To:   Gregg Harwood 
 
From: Marcia Chamberlain 

 
CC: Dale Stewart 

 
Subject: School Holiday Program – Recreation Centre 

  
File Ref:  

 
 

Gregg 
 
Since commencing work with the Shire and working full-time, I have previously 
utilised the School Holiday Program at the Recreation Centre.  My two boys enjoy 
going to the Recreation Centre and the activities offered by the staff.  It is well run 
and it is keeping kids active and enjoying the company of similar aged children. 
 
This program is all that is on offer in Denmark for children aged 6 to 11.  There are 
no other facilities or programs for kids aged 5 to 12.  Kids aged 12 and over can go 
to the Youth Centre and participate in their Holiday Program, which I understand is at 
no cost to those participating. 
 
I personally don‟t mind paying the cost of the program, as it is piece of mind knowing 
the kids are having a good time and are well looked after.  However, I would suggest 
there are quite a few people in the community who would not pay the $21 per day 
per child, plus the cost of excursions, the total of which per day works out to about 
$30.  Hence if you have more than one child attending can be in the vicinity of $50 to 
$60 per day. 
 
On a number of occasions this year the Rec Centre has cancelled the Program due 
to lack of interest, which makes it extremely difficult to try and find alternative places 
for children to go, when there are no Grandparents handy or friends around to look 
after them.  These school holidays I have had my two boys booked in for both 
weeks, only to be told a day or two before that the program is cancelled as they only 
have three children booked in (two of them being mine).  My alternative is to bring 
them into the Shire and while I appreciate the fact that I can bring them to work, it is 
a distraction I would prefer not to have, especially for the whole day.  We don‟t really 
have the proper facilities here, for kids to stay for any length of time (days at a time) 
without some form of disruption to other employees. 
 
The Program is utilised by a number of employees here and another employee 
states: “In the past whenever I have enrolled my child into the Rec Centre School 
Holiday Program for either excursions or just a day at the Rec Centre it has been a 
hit and miss affair due to lack of other children attending.  The cost of the Program 
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plays a large part in the decision to send my child there however, when my child has 
been registered to attend it has been cancelled 80% of the time due to lack of 
numbers.  The age limit has also risen to 6 years of age (no exceptions) which 
means my 5 year old cannot go, hence the school holidays are now becoming a 
regular „stay at work with Mum‟ time for my children”. 
 
In closing, we would like the Program reviewed and something done to help those 
who will use the Program and believe it is a good service for Shire staff and people 
in the Community.   
 
Please let‟s not cancel something which is invaluable to the minority. 
 
Should you require further information or advice on this matter please contact me. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Marcia Chamberlain 

HR/Risk Management Officer 
Email: payroll@denmark.wa.gov.au 

 

4 October 2010 
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A gold-plated burden

Hard-pressed American states face a crushing pensions bill

CHUCK REED is the Democratic mayor of San Jose, California. You might expect him to be

an ally of public-sector workers, a powerful lobby in the Golden State. But last month, at

a hearing on pension reform held by the Little Hoover Commission, which monitors the

state’s government, Mr Reed lamented his crippling public-pensions bill. “City payments

for retirement benefits have tripled over the last ten years even though our workforce

has declined dramatically, and we have billions of dollars in unfunded liabilities that the

taxpayers must pay,” he said.

Mr Reed estimated that the average cost to his city of employing a police officer or

firefighter was $180,000 a year. Not only can such workers retire at 50, but some enjoy

annual pension payments greater than their salaries. They are also entitled to cost-of-

living increases of 3% a year, health and dental insurance for life and lump-sum

payments for unused sick leave that could reach hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Plenty of similar bills are looming in America’s public sector: in municipalities, in the

federal government, and especially at state level. Defined-benefit pensions, which link

retirement income to salary, are expensive promises to keep. The private sector has

been switching to defined-contribution plans, in which employees bear the investment

risk. But the public sector has barely begun to adjust, and has built up a huge liability to

its staff. Worse, it has not funded the promises properly.

Joshua Rauh, of the Kellogg School of

Management at Northwestern University,

and Robert Novy-Marx, of the University of

Rochester, estimate that the states’

pension shortfall may be as much as $3.4

trillion and that  municipalities have a

hole of $574 billion. Mr Rauh calculates

that seven states will have exhausted their

pension assets by 2020—even if they make

a return of 8%, a common assumption that

looks wildly optimistic. Half will run out of

money by 2027. If pension promises are to

be kept, this will place immense strain on

taxes. Several have promised annual

payments that will absorb more than 30%

of their tax revenues after their pension

funds are exhausted (see chart 1).

The severity of states’ pension woes was disguised for years, because asset markets

were so strong and because of the way states accounted for the cost of pension

provision. But the 21st century has been dismal for stockmarkets, where most pension

money has been put. State budgets came under huge pressure as a result of the 2008-

09 recession, which caused tax revenues to plunge. Meredith Whitney, an analyst who
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made her name forecasting the banking crisis, believes the states could be the next

source of systemic financial risk.

Now the problem is making headlines,

especially in California, where taxpayer

groups have been highlighting the generous

pensions of some former employees. More

than 9,000 beneficiaries of CalPERS, the

largest state retirement plan, receive more

than $100,000 a year.

The stage is set for conflict between

public-sector workers and taxpayers.

Because almost all states are required to

balance their budgets, any extra pension

contributions they make to mend a deficit

will come at the expense of other citizens.

Utah has calculated it will have to commit

10% of its general fund for 25 years to pay

for the effects of the 2008 stockmarket

crash. But attempts to reduce the cost of

pensions are being challenged in court and

will be opposed by trade unions, which still

have plenty of members in the public

sector.

A pension plan is a promise to pay employees after they

retire. Most liabilities fall due well into the future, once those

now working retire and receive payments until they die

perhaps 20 or 30 years later. Such future liabilities have to

be valued, using a discount rate to reflect what they are

worth in today’s money. The higher the discount rate, the

lower the present value.

States use the expected return on the assets in their pension

funds as a discount rate. This is often around 8%, and

reflects the performance of the past 20-30 years. However, such returns will be hard to

come by in future. As Bill Gross of Pimco, a giant fund-management firm, pointed out

recently, given current bond yields of 2% and a typical portfolio with 60% in equities and

40% in bonds, a total return of 8% requires a return of 12% on equities. And with

American equities yielding just 2-2.5%, that in turn would require dividends to grow by

9-10% a year. Dividends grow roughly in line with the whole economy—and 9-10% is just

not plausible.

This reliance on returns as the basis of the discount rate is extraordinary, when you stop

to consider it. The more risk the pension fund takes (for example, by buying high-yielding

bonds of companies with poor credit ratings), the lower its liabilities appear to be.

“Funding the liability with risky assets doesn’t make the liability any smaller,” says

Andrew Biggs, of the American Enterprise Institute, a conservative think-tank. A state

pension fund may achieve the desired returns by investing in the stockmarket. But if that

does not work out, the state must still pay its pensioners.

David Crane, an adviser to Arnold Schwarzenegger, the governor of California, describes

the treatment of state pension funds as “Alice-in-Wonderland accounting”. Suppose, he

says, that a state had to pay a bondholder $30,000 a year for 25 years and to pay a

pensioner the same sum for the same period. The bond obligation would have a present

value of $425,000 in its accounts but the pension liability, with the same cashflows,

would be valued at just $320,000.

Private-sector companies are no longer allowed to use assumed returns when calculating

their pension-fund liabilities on their balance-sheets. They have to use corporate-bond

yields. The contrast makes it appear as if public-sector pensions can be delivered on the

cheap. “The accounting suggests that governments can provide pension benefits at half

the cost of a private-sector fund,” says Mr Biggs.

A more prudent way of measuring the liability is to regard a pension as a debt that the

state owes its employees. So one possible discount rate is the state’s cost of borrowing,

the yield on its municipal bonds. Some argue that pensioners have even greater rights

than bondholders and that points to using a “risk-free” rate like the Treasury-bond yield.

Both rates make the present value of pensions liabilities much higher than that declared

by the states.

Using Treasury bond yields as the basis for discounting, Mr Rauh and Mr Novy-Marx

calculate that states’ pension liabilities are as much as $5.3 trillion. That is 68% more

than reported by the states, and produces the authors’ figure of $3.4 trillion for the gap

between liabilities and assets.

In their defence, the states say that they are following the Governmental Accounting

Standards Board (GASB), which recommends discounting liabilities by assumed returns.

Even on that optimistic basis, states are not putting enough aside. According to the

Centre for Retirement Research, their average funding ratio, using the GASB approach,
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fell from 103% in 2000 to 78% last year (see chart 2); with a risk-free rate underfunding

would be much worse. Despite this

shortfall, 21 states failed to make their full

contribution to their pension funds over the

past five years, according to Eileen

Norcross of George Mason University in

Washington, DC.

Trouble in Trenton

New Jersey provides a prime example of

America’s pension difficulties. In August the

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

charged the state with fraud for

misrepresenting the underfunding of its

pension plans to municipal-bond investors. This was the first time a state had been

charged with violating federal securities laws. It settled the case without admitting or

denying the SEC’s findings.

A study by Ms Norcross and Mr Biggs outlines, using the Treasury yield as a discount

rate, how New Jersey has run up a pensions deficit of $174 billion. That is equivalent to

44% of the state’s GDP, or more than three times its offic ial debt.

The problems started in 1992 when the

then governor, Jim Florio, increased the

assumed return on pension assets from 7%

to 8.75%. That allowed contributions to be

reduced and helped the state balance its

budget. Further reforms in 1994 and 1995

eased the accounting assumptions,

allowing Mr Florio’s successor, Christie

Whitman, both to cut taxes and to balance

the budget. In the late 1990s the fund bet

heavily on technology stocks, giving a brief

boost to asset values. Employees’

contributions were cut from 5% of payroll

to 3%. New Jersey also increased benefits,

giving pension rights to surviving spouses

in 1999 and a boost of 9.1%, in effect, to

scheme members in 2001, just as the dotcom bubble was bursting and the fund’s assets

were falling in value. The effect of this chronic underfunding on the pension scheme for

the police and firefighters is shown in chart 3.

In March Chris Christie, the Republican governor elected in November 2009, reduced the

pension benefits of new state employees. Last month he unveiled a more ambitious plan

with several measures that affect existing workers. These include an increase in their

contributions to 8.5%, raising the qualification for early retirement from 25 to 30 years of

service, moving the normal retirement age to 65 and ending future inflation adjustments.

It is too soon to tell whether Mr Christie will get this plan through. Not surprisingly, the

unions oppose it. “Once again, it’s an attack on the middle class,” said Hetty Rosenstein,

who heads the state chapter of the Communication Workers of America.

Other states have also started on reform, but have focused mainly on restricting the

benefits of new employees. Michigan closed its defined-benefit scheme to entrants back

in 1997 and Alaska moved to a defined-contribution plan for new staff in 2006. Utah is

closing its defined-benefit plan to new employees next June.

But this makes only a small dent in a huge problem. The bulk of liabilities consist of

promises to people already working or retired, which are often legally protected.

Reducing this bill will take a much bigger reform. Mr Rauh and Mr Novy-Marx estimate

that  raising the retirement age by a year would trim the cost by 2-4%; a cut of a

percentage point in inflation-linking would slash it by 9-11%. But states that have tried

to adjust existing promises, such as Colorado, Minnesota and South Dakota, which have

frozen cost-of-living adjustments, have faced challenges in court.

States will have to make difficult choices. A change to the rights of existing scheme

members is sure to have an adverse effect on people on low pay, nearing the end of

their careers or already in retirement. A cap on the cost-of-living adjustment, for

example, would be a nightmare for pensioners were inflation to flare up, because they

would have no way of making up the loss in their purchasing power.

But after years of neglecting the problem, such changes will be hard to avoid. In the

words of Dan Liljenquist, a state senator in Utah and an architect of its reforms: “This is

not a conservative-versus-liberal issue, this is a reality issue.”

from PRINT EDITION | Briefings2
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Employment 

Nambucca Shire Council is a medium sized Local Governm

approximately halfway between Sydney and Brisbane and

Council employs over 120 staff who work together to deliv

Shire Council offers a range of employment arrangements and benefits such as:

Flexible work arrangements  

Paid Maternity Leave 

Active Social Club  

Discounted gym membership  

Employee Assistance Scheme 

Smoke Free work Environment  

Superannuation Choice of Fund  

Excellent working conditions 

Current Vacancies 

1    Administrative Support Officer 

This is a permanent 2 day per week position (Thursday/Friday)

Applications close on Friday 21 January 2011 

2   Apprentice Mechanic 

Page 1 of 1Nambucca Shire Council 2011 :: Employment
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Three-trillion-dollar hole

American states have promised their employees benefits they can’t afford

LIEUTENANT COLUMBO, the finest fictional detective in the history of the Los Angeles

Police Department, had a knack for instantly identifying the culprit. Were he investigating

the threat to American state finances, he would be looking at members of his own force.

One California mayor estimates that the effective cost of employing each police officer

and fireman is $180,000 a year.

That sum is not their take-home pay. For police and firefighters, the big costs occur

when they stop working—retirement at 50, combined with inflation-linking, health

benefits and lump sums for unused sick leave. Some might not begrudge perks given to

those who put their lives on the line for fellow citizens. But California is also shelling out

fortunes to retired state and municipal managers; more than 9,000 have retirement

incomes of over $100,000 a year. Across America, states have been handing out such

goodies for years (see article). Most public-sector workers are still being promised

retirement incomes based on their final salaries, at a time when private companies have

been retreating from such commitments.

America is not alone in having a pensions problem, as this week’s strikes in France

demonstrate. But because America’s public-sector pensions funds are so enormous, the

potential consequences of their problems are too. Meredith Whitney, a financial analyst

who foretold the banking crisis, thinks America’s states could be the next source of

systemic financial risk.

Calculating the potential exposure of taxpayers to pension

promises is complicated. Much of the cost lies in the future,

when existing employees retire. So a discount rate has to be

applied to those future promises to calculate their present

value. Following rules set down (rather shamefully) by the

Government Accounting Standards Board, the individual

states discount their pension liability by the assumed rate of

return on the assets, in most cases around 8%.

This is “Alice-in-Wonderland accounting”, as David Crane, an

economic adviser to California’s governor, Arnold

Schwarzenegger, has remarked. For a start, pension schemes

have not achieved such returns over the past decade of

dismal stockmarkets, and are unlikely to do so in future. Nor

do the liabilities disappear if the pension scheme fails to achieve its targeted returns. In

many states, pension rights are legally protected. So a pension promise is a debt owed

by the state; retirees may have even greater rights than a conventional creditor.

Given those conditions, the states’ pension promises should be discounted by the risk-

free rate, or the yield on Treasury bonds. On that basis, total liabilities are $5.3 trillion,

compared with $1.9 trillion of assets. The total shortfall of $3.4 trillion is the equivalent

of a quarter of all federal debt.

Public-sector pensions
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Just one more question

Even on the basis of the dodgy accounting they currently use, the states have not

funded their pension promises properly. Their finances are already coming under pressure

from weak tax revenues; September’s employment data showed they are laying off staff.

Balanced-budget requirements mean that filling the hole in pension schemes will absorb

cash that would otherwise be used to provide services to citizens. It adds up to a

dreadful mess. Some states may run out of the money to fund their pension schemes by

the end of this decade.

At the very least, the accounting rules should be changed so that taxpayers are made

aware of the promises they have underwritten. Perhaps they will be happy to keep

funding them. But it is more likely that they will demand reform. Changing scheme rules

for new employees is a start but will do nothing to reduce the size of the hole that has

already been dug. The benefits of existing employees will have to be cut by, for example,

increasing the retirement age. A move to career-average rather than final-salary

benefits would cut the overall bill while protecting the lowest-paid.

None of this will be easy. Unions are at their most powerful in the public sector and its

workers are an important voting block. Changes to their rights will be challenged in the

courts. But it is high time to stop ignoring and obscuring the problem. The longer the

system remains unchanged, the bigger the hole will get.
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Schumpeter's notebook

Enemies of the future

NATIONAL AFFAIRS is shaping up to be a worthy successor to "The Public Interest", one

of the great periodicals of the post-war era.

The current issue contains a superb essay, by Daniel Disalvo, on America's public-sector

unions, which have an extraordinary power to force the state to dance to their tune,

squashing innovation, reducing productivity and undermining competitiveness. Given that

America needs to reinvent much of its antiquated state apparatus, particularly its

schools, if it is to remain competitive with the emerging world, I suspect that the

country's future depends on its ability to master, or sideline, these ever-mightier

institutions. Some choice extracts:

“
The rise of government-worker unionism has also combined with the broader

transformation of the American economy to produce a sharp divergence between public-

and private-sector employment. In today's public sector, good pay, generous benefits, and

job security make possible a stable middle-class existence for nearly everyone from

janitors to jailors. In the private economy, meanwhile, cut-throat competition, increased

income inequality, and layoffs squeeze the middle class. This discrepancy indicates how

poorly the middle class has fared in recent decades in the private economy, which is home

to 80% of American jobs. But it also highlights the increased benefits of government work,

and shines a spotlight on the gains public-sector unions have secured for their members.

Perhaps this success helps explain why, on average, 39% of state- and local-government

employees belong to unions. (Differences in state and local laws of course mean that the

percentage varies from state to state; New York tops the chart with roughly 70% of state

employees in unions, while many Southern right-to-work states hover in the single

digits.)

”

“
For a case study in how public-sector unions manipulate both supply and demand,

consider the example of the California Correctional Peace Officers Association. Throughout

the 1980s and '90s, the CCPOA lobbied the state government to increase California's

prison facilities—since more prisons would obviously mean more jobs for corrections

officers. And between 1980 and 2000, the Golden State constructed 22 new prisons for

adults (before 1980, California had only 12 such facilities). The CCPOA also pushed for the

1994 "three strikes" sentencing law, which imposed stiff penalties on repeat offenders.

The prison population exploded—and, as intended, the new prisoners required more

guards. The CCPOA has been no less successful in increasing members' compensation: In

2006, the average union member made $70,000 a year, and more than $100,000 with

overtime. Corrections officers can also retire with 90% of their salaries as early as age 50.

Today, an amazing 11% of the state budget—more than what is spent to educate

California's nearly 6.3 million public-school students—goes to the penal system. Governor

Arnold Schwarzenegger now proposes privatizing portions of the prison system to escape

the unions' grip—though his proposal has so far met with predictable (union supported)

political opposition.

”

“
Yet as skilled as unions may be in drawing on taxpayer dollars, many observers argue

that their greater influence is felt in the quality of the government services taxpayers

receive in return. In his book "The Warping of Government Work", Harvard public-policy

scholar John Donahue explains how public-employee unions have reduced government

efficiency and responsiveness. With poor prospects in the ultra-competitive private sector,

government work is increasingly desirable for those with limited skills; at the opposite end

of the spectrum, the wage compression imposed by unions and civil-service rules makes

government employment less attractive to those whose abilities are in high demand.

Consequently, there is a "brain drain" at the top end of the government work force, as

many of the country's most talented people opt for jobs in the private sector where they

can be richly rewarded for their skills (and avoid the intricate work rules, and glacial

advancement through big bureaucracies, that are part and parcel of government

work)....

”
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Thus, as New York University professor Paul Light argues, government employment

"caters more to the security-craver than the risk-taker." And because government

employs more of the former and fewer of the latter, it is less flexible, less responsive, and

less innovative. It is also more expensive: Northeastern University economist Barry

Bluestone has shown that, between 2000 and 2008, the price of state and local public

services has increased by 41% nationally, compared with 27% for private services....
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My recollection is that public employees received "good pay, generous benefits, and job

security" before they were unionized.

Big bureaucracy, whether public or private, "caters more to the security-craver than to

the risk-taker".

There seems to be a good bit of apples to oranges comparison in Disalvo's essay, and, if

acknowledged, dismissed with a hand wave.

I have always been uneasy with unionization of public safety employees, and my

teachers would have scorned the idea of joining a union; but the public sector unions are

just one of many interest groups that apply pressure to government. They all tend to

see to feathering their own nests.

“America needs to reinvent much of its antiquated state apparatus, particularly its

schools.”

For anyone observing the United States from outside the bubble of the United States

itself, the most bizarre aspect of the US schooling system is not the teachers’ unions but

the arbitrary and antiquated legislative role of the Supreme Court. This tiny, unelected,

unrepresentative club of lawyers has undermined one of the most effective forms of

competition in any schooling system.

Many other countries create competition in education through the direct funding of

religious schools of various denominations. Religious schools harness a peculiar - possibly

unique - motivation that is distinct from both public schools and profit-maximising private

schools. In other countries, governments may provide direct funding to religious schools

to maintain competition in a way that taps into this motivation and is cost-effective for

the public purse.

Government continues to set the curriculum and the testing standards. It just does not

impose a "100% secular" condition on the receipt of state funding.

With an alternative government-supported religious school system snapping at its heels,

the public schooling establishment never acquires the market power that it has in the

United States.

But in the United States this has been prevented - and prevented in all States - by the

idiosyncratic and arbitrary preferences of a clique of unelected lawyers who happen to

sit on US Supreme Court bench. They have chosen to interpret the First and Fourteenth

Amendments in ways that forbid it. As a result, parents who wish to move into the

religious schooling system must forgo the government support available to students in

state schools.

There is no “Charter from Heaven” which dictates that the establishment provision of the

First Amendment be interpreted thus. On the face of it, one might think that the First

Amendment ought not to apply to State schooling at all. Its wording expressly limits it to

laws made by Congress (“Congress shall make no law . . .”). It was a choice of lawyers

sitting on the Supreme Court bench to interpret the Fourteenth Amendment in such a

way as to extend the First Amendment to the States.

(Indeed, for decades Supreme Court judges resisted the incorporation of the Bill of Rights

into State law . . . but then suddenly changed their minds.)

And even if one does accept that extension, there is no Charter from Heaven that

requires the establishment provision to be interpreted according to the “strict separation

principle”. It is quite open to the lawyers sitting on the Supreme Court bench to adopt

the alternative “non-discrimination principle” which would allow public funding of religious

schools provided that such funding did not discriminate between religions, or between

religious schools and secular schools.

For anyone outside the bubble of the United States, it seems bizarre that a school

committed to a militantly atheistic education may receive public funds, but one which

includes the least element of religious curriculum is automatically and completely

disqualified.

In imposing their idiosyncratic preferences on the entire United States’ education

system, the tiny clique of judicial legislators are demonstrating once again the principle

identified by the famous United States judge Learned Hand:

"They wrap up their veto in a protective veil of adjectives such as 'arbitrary', 'artificial',

'normal', 'reasonable', 'inherent', 'fundamental', or 'essential', whose office usually, though

quite innocently, is to disguise what they are doing and impute to it a derivation far more

impressive than their personal preferences, which are all that in fact lie behind the

decision."

It could well be that the People of the United States support the principle of “strict

separation”. But that is surely something for them to decide, either directly through a

referendum or indirectly through elected legislators. There is absolutely no reason why
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the “personal preferences” of an eccentric club of black-robed lawyers – mostly old,

mostly male, mostly white, all from elite universities - ought to prevail over those of

legislators, let alone over the People.

Moreover, this interference by the Supreme Court was rejected by the politicians who

drafted the Constitution. The matter of judicial review was explic itly debated in the

Convention, with a proposal for review immediately upon enactment (a little like the

Conseil Constitutionnel in France today). That proposal would have required a bill to be

re-passed by a two-thirds vote if either the President or the Supreme Court vetoed it, or

by three-fourths if both had vetoed it. The proposal was considered and rejected in

favour of a presidential veto only.

The current form of judicial supremacy was established de facto by John Marshall only in

Marbury v Madison (1803), well after the Constitution was ratified.

While I'm very sympathetic to the arguments against the influence of the public

employee unions, I'm less sympathetic to this post. The CCPOA is a plague on California,

but to imply that the three-strikes law passed because they supported it is pretty silly,

and government isn't often a force for innovation and productivity. That's not its role.

Stephen, I think you are mistaken. It's my understanding that several states and

municipalities that have tried voucher programs have allowed the funding to be used at

religious schools without supreme court interference. You have a better case, I think, on

prayer in public schools.

As with Mr. Pascover, I have a huge problem with the main anecdote, that of prisons

and the really strange, ideological belief that unions can wave a magic pressure wand

and get what they want without popular support. The sad truth is that vast numbers of

Californians wanted draconian sentencing and massive prison construction. And that is

true in other states as well.

As to federal employee costs, I don't imagine that people who repeat a USA Today

article will listen but the number of employees making over $170k increased because the

cap was lifted - and not by the Obama Administration - a point mentioned in the actual

USA Today article that has been floated everywhere. In all rationality, this means a

bunch of people got incremental raises that pushed them over that number, not that

nearly 1700 people were hired at high salary. As for the rate of government pay, if you

look at comparable jobs, then you see that government generally pays less and that the

gap is higher for higher skilled employees. So for example, a nurse can get more at the

beginning of federal employment - because the private sector has some low paying

starting salaries - but makes less than the private sector nurse over time. A lawyer

makes much less for the same skill level, especially over time. People who repeat the

nonsense forget that private sector pay includes Walmart and other low pay places and

then they put aside the simple notion that maybe, just maybe we don't want untrained

people working for the federal government.

There is an issue with government pensions but the pay issue is propaganda designed to

stir hatred. And even with respect to pensions, we forget they compensate for social

security. Federal pension costs are not on the same scale as an issue as local pension

costs.

Doug, you are correct in part.

I was careful to refer to the “direct funding of religious schools”, but you are correct

that  Zelman v. Simmons-Harris (2002) cleared the way for vouchers to be used in

religious schools, albeit under strict conditions.

However, this still doesn’t approach the non-discriminatory funding of schools which is

common in other countries and which maintains competition against the public system.

To begin with, Zelman was another 5-4 decision demonstrating yet again the arbitrary

nature of rule by judicial oligarchy. It is unclear how far the oligarchs will allow it to

extend.

Secondly, Zelman was passed only under strict conditions, including:

- the program must have a valid secular purpose. In Zelman, the purpose was "providing

educational assistance to poor children in a demonstrably failing public school system";

- aid must go to parents and not to the schools. There is no direct funding as in other

countries (direct funding – even for secular teaching - being banned by  Lemon v.

Kurtzman (1971)). Indeed, looking at the US from outside the US, the most bizarre

aspect of the voucher debate is that vouchers are required at all. They are a convoluted
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way of partially circumventing an arbitrary rule imposed by the oligarchs in the first

place. The fact that some of the oligarchs have now consented to their limited use is

perhaps a grudging acknowledgement that their earlier policy had helped to sustain

decades of sub-standard schooling; and

- a broad class of beneficiaries must be covered. The "broad class" was all students

enrolled in currently failing programs. Again we see how limited this is when compared

with direct funding in other countries.

The point remains that the People of the United States never consented to rule by

judicial oligarchy. The framers of the Constitution didn’t even want it. It has evolved

over time and is sustained by multiple levels of Prisoners’ Dilemma, both:

- amongst politicians who have a dominant strategy not to overturn it, irrespective of

their individual preferences; and

- even more so, amongst individual citizens who have a dominant strategy of

acquiescence to the entire constitutional edifice, irrespective of their individual

preferences.

And it is far from self-evident that such a system is superior to other systems which the

People might actually prefer.

Having been employed by three different state systems in the USA (NY, MD and CA), I

can safely say that the view is rather different from the inside. My most recent union in

CA had only "no strike" contracts (a routine provision) where you'd be immediately fired

for any type of job action or protest. At this point in CA, facilities violate hiring rules with

impunity and complaints filed with the State Personnel Board go unacknowledged. As for

job security, I've worked at several state facilities where employees were routinely "run

off" via abuse and harassment if they displeased their supervisor; this type of abuse of

power led to an average of one staff suicide per year at one job site. So much for job

security and union protection.

Do some people receive lavish paychecks? Yes, but typically physicians and football

coaches, two groups who are well-paid in the private sector. I've worked at state

facilities where most of the professional staff (PhD, MA) held down part time jobs at

night so they could pay their bills. After over 20 years of education (PhD), my average

yearly pay in state service has been about US$65K, which is about US$10K less than

what the average private sector UPS driver makes. So much for the lavish state

employee compensation.

Mr. Disalvo's "superb essay" lacks any evidence of current knowledge of the actual

conditions, compensation and circumstances of government employment in the United

States. The Economist - and its readers - would be better served by endorsing writers

who deal in details rather than headlines.

Stephen, I never will catch you being careless, will I? But I'll keep trying.

I can't speak for state public employee unions, but as a federal worker I can say that

this essay is spot on in regards to federal workers unions.

It has always perplexed me as to why it was even necessary for a public sector

employee to be unionized. I understand the need for private sector unions -- everything

in the private sector, from wages to benefits, is negotiable. But in the federal sector,

virtually everything that a worker would otherwise negotiate over is already set by law

or regulation.

Federal employees salaries are set by law. Their generous health and retirement benefits

are set by law (and the health benefits are probably the best of any worker in the

country). Working conditions are set by OSHA. If an employee is faced with discipline,

they are entitled to procedural due process, set by law. Hirings and promotions are

controlled by and must follow merit systems protection regulations. Employees can

appeal suspensions or firings to an agency specifically set up just for them -- the Merit

Systems Protection Board. They can have their discrimination complaints adjudicated by

the EEOC. In short, there really isn't much left for a union to be bargaining over.

In return for all of these benefits and protections, federal workers and their unions

primarily focus on maintaining the status quo. Innovation and change in workplace

protocols are resisted, as are attempts to get more productivity out of the workforce.

Union efforts are also one of the reasons it is so difficult to fire or discipline federal

employees. If the American taxpayer knew how much time, effort, and money were

wasted on labor issues, there would likely be a taxpayer revolt.
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"For a case study in how public-sector unions manipulate both supply and demand,

consider the example of the California Correctional Peace Officers Association."

Painting with a broad brush, are we?

1 area of 1 state gov't is out of control.

The biggest growth in my state's budget is Medicade.

But yes, the pensions should be capped, or at least make

state and local employees put some of thier money into the

system.

Either way, it's the Law of Unintended Consequences" that the state gov'ts vote into

effect.

doublehelix,

We went through the bashing of Fed workers earlier.

You are comparing nuclear scientists, and other specialists on the

gov't payroll vs. a guy who makes widgets.

Go to usajobs.gov and see the requirements for those $100k jobs.

Go out and earn those requirements, then mosey up to the trough.

(but it's easier to sit on one's kiester and whine)

Plenty of jobs there that pay $7 - $16 an hour for the uneducated.

From what I've seen, most if not all jobs there have a Defined Contribution retirement

plan, along with low percentage payment of a traditional retirement plan.

Man, I got to get myself up to that trough if the money and jobs are as great as

doublehelix says.

As for schools, you folks need to read the Economist.

It seems that every week they have an article of some educational system from different

countries which needs reform. The last one I read was about the Germans.

"Consequently, there is a "brain drain" at the top end of the government work force, as

many of the country's most talented people opt for jobs in the private sector where they

can be richly rewarded for their skills"

This was the same reasoning for Wall Street's high pay and huge bonuses. But, that has

slipped from our collective mindset.

Just like the risks and overextension of credit leading to the bubble will be forgotten as

we move on from Sept 2008. Just like we have forgotten how scared/worried the

country was in Sept. 2001, after 9/11.

Regards

Surely the spending & consumption of the public servants is the only thing keeping the

economy ticking. If the country needs more QE, the same arguements would give the

public servants a pay rise.

I am a governmental employee working with quite sensitive material in health care. After

2 masters degrees I get only 52K per year but the bonus is that the government pays for

my student loans. I have a bit of a tooth against unions because of the very regulated

structure of the pay, because right now I work on the double with the same pay.

Nevertheless, I think the article is missing the main points of what is going on in

government birocracy and the main reason why they can be inefficient. The upper

management responds and is in perfect tune with the political masters and the ebbs and

flows in the workings of government is due to the inputs from the political directors.

Politicians like to claim that they are up against government and red tape, but, where I

live, the head of my ministry is a politician that probably would not accept publishing

health outcomes of the population differentiated by income or wealth, or education for

that matter.

It is tiring to hear TE and some in the same orchestra lambasting government workers.

Some might prefer the apparent security offered by a gov job, but I am sure that a lot of

folks are genuinely interested to work for the betterment of their fellow citizens (I am

trying to minimize surgical wait times) and this aspect never comes up.

However, I have a very bad opinion of the police force in general, and especially the US

police force: the videos that have reached youtube are extremely scary, scarier than

Abu Gharib, since their actions are conducted against their own unarmed and compliant
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citizens (the wanton teasering...).

But an employee from EPA and MMR that is trying hard to do her job but is pressured by

the political establishment to close an eye or two at the illegalities of various actors is a

different kettle of fish.

I am suprised that the article considers that those working for the government aren't

allowed to make a decent living. In those cases where a state privatized some of their

prisons, where any savings made? I can't see why there would be. The wealth would just

be redistributed. Instead of prison guards making a decent living, the owners and

shareholders of the privatized prisons would become wealthier.

To me, the strangest thing is why the Southern states have such a hard time with the

concept of a union. Considering the strengths of the corporate interests, why wouldn't

they organize and try to raise their standard of living?

Again, one only needs to look to Japan for a peep into the future: Powerful unions

pervade in both civil servants and teachers there, resulting in the too-well-known

Japanitis of today. US has been warned, and there is no excuse when the example is

staring across the Pacific...
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National Category Winner

Employee Health and Wellbeing

Winner: Yarra City Council  Victoria
Program: Employee Health and Wellbeing
Award: $2000 and a commemorative photo frame

The goal of the Yarra Employee Health and Wellbeing Program is to encourage and 
support employees to improve health awareness, establish a healthier workplace and 
activities and encourage participation by all employees in regular physical and healthy 
activities.

The program is open to all staff and is funded by council, resulting in no or minimal 
cost to employees. It provides a broad range of initiatives that directly aim to improve 
health and fitness. The program targets the main modifiable risk factors for common
health issues, including smoking, high blood pressure and cholesterol, lack of physical 
activity, overweight, depression and social isolation. 

Specific interventions to reduce or remove risks factors include:
Quit smoking program
Health checks
Fresh fruit delivery
Physical activity programs and gym sessions
Weight Watchers and diet support
Workplace health checks
Discounted Leisure Centre membership
Employee Assistance Program
Staff social club
Meditation
Knitting and singing groups.

There is continued participation in these interventions. Highlights include:
14 staff participating in Weight Watchers
710 pieces of fruit per delivery across 20 worksites
Approximately 40 participants at the weekly gym sessions
20 participants at each of the five group fitness sessions each week
Eight staff participating in the Quit smoking program
Workplace health checks accessed by 200 staff.

These interventions have provided staff with knowledge about their existing health and 
support to further improve it.

CONTACT  Fiona Monagle   fiona.monagle@yarracity.vic.gov.au   (03) 9205 5135
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Joint National Category Winners

Facilities

Winner: The Hills Shire Council  New South Wales
Program: All Accessible Playground
Award: $2000 and a commemorative photo frame

The all accessible playground invites and encourages children of all abilities to be 
active and undertake exercise outdoors.

The playground has become a central meeting point for school groups, playgroups 
and families. It is fully accessible and is fenced to ensure a safe area for all children 
and families to enjoy.

The playground is unique as it allows children with disabilities to access the 
equipment, including a liberty swing and a wheel chair merry-go-round. A third piece 
of equipment is to be installed in the future. There is also a sensory playground that 
enables children of all abilities to climb, learn, create and explore.

Since the opening of the playground on 3 December 2009, an increased number of 
schools within the Hills and surrounding areas are accessing the park on a weekly 
basis for excursions. Feedback from the community has been positive and the 
increased use of the liberty swing and merry-go-round has been overwhelming. 

The playground has many health benefits and the specialised equipment has 
increased awareness within the mainstream community regarding accessibility issues 
as well as understanding of the extent to which an all abilities facility can provide 
inclusion for everyone.

CONTACT Melinda Gauci   mgauci@ thehills.nsw.gov.au   (02) 9843 0149

Winner: City of Casey  Victoria
Program: Casey RACE
Award: $2000 and a commemorative photo frame

The Casey RACE is a recreation and aquatic facility that offers a range of experiences 
and opportunities for people of all ages and abilities.

Facilities include a 50 metre competition standard swimming pool with spectator 
seating, a warm water exercise pool, spa, sauna and a large water play zone including 
splash park, toddlers pool, leisure pool, whirl pool, learn-to-swim pool, space bowl 
water slide, 130 metre tandem raft slide and 1000 litre tipping bucket. There is also a 
fully equipped gymnasium, group fitness facilities, retail café, lounge areas and a 
crèche.

The café provides a range of food options for patrons of the Casey RACE identified
through a colour coded traffic light menu. Green foods have high nutritional value, 
orange foods have some nutritional value but are not considered as beneficial as 
green options and red foods have little or no nutritional value.

The Casey community has embraced the Casey RACE beyond all expectations. More 
than 516,600 people have already visited the facility since it s opening in June 2009.
New memberships have been taken up at a steady rate, with more than 2,800 to date. 



It is estimated that one in ten eligible local residents are a member of the Casey 
RACE, an outstanding result for a new facility. 

CONTACT Kati Vassiliou   kvassiliou@ casey.vic.gov.au   (03) 9705 5200

National Category Winner

Healthy Weight

Winner: Kogarah City Council  New South Wales
Program: Say No to Trans Fats
Award: $2000 and a commemorative photo frame

The Fighting Heart Disease in Kogarah Strategy was developed as an integrated 
strategy across council as a means to reduce the behavioural risk factors associated 
with heart disease in the community.

The Strategy aims to improve access to exercise for local residents, improve
nutritional habits in school aged children, educate primary aged children on the 
benefits of eating healthily, reduce exposure to fatty acids that increase bad 
cholesterol and decrease good cholesterol and reduce exposure to passive smoking.

The Strategy unites a number of existing council programs together with new 
initiatives that target healthy weight and heart health, including:

Say No to Trans Fats
Active Ageing Program
Fruit Fix
Pedometer 10,000 steps  St George Challenge Cup

The Say No to Trans Fats initiative is the most recent addition to the Fighting Heart 
Disease in Kogarah Strategy. 

Kogarah is the first Government in Australia to ban the use of trans fats in all food 
businesses. Environmental Health Officials have inspected the cooking oil in over 60
businesses and found that 73% are complying with council bans on trans fats and are 
now using other vegetable oils. 

Businesses identified as not complying with the ban were encouraged to change their 
oil type and were provided with educational materials from Council and the New South 
Wales Heart Foundation such as fact sheets and stickers. 

One of the biggest successes of the program is that the remaining 27% of businesses 
are now considering changing their oil.

CONTACT  Kursty Delmas   kursty.delmas@ kogarah.nsw.gov.au   (02) 9330 9581



Joint National Category Winner

Priority Groups

Winner: Central Desert Shire  Northern Territory
Softball Tournament for Indigenous Women
Award: $2000 and a commemorative photo frame

The Central Desert Shire as a new organisation was keen to establish a sustainable 
shire wide sports event, focusing on women. As a result the softball tournament was 
established with funding provided by the Northern Territory Government. The 
tournament offered a place for Indigenous women to come together and socialise 
through sport while competing and celebrating their sporting prowess.

The program aimed to:
Increase the number of women participating in physical activity and to increase 
levels of physical activity for women of all ages
Provide a social venue for remote Indigenous women to meet
Develop the skills and knowledge required to compete at the highest levels in 
the Northern Territory.

These aims were successfully achieved as the tournament was community driven and 
strong partnerships were formed with government departments, sporting organisations 
and a broad range of community members.

Key outcomes include:
A total of 225 participants trained regularly for the two weekend competitions
Some of the teams incorporated warm up sessions which is not commonly 
seen in the Shire 
Many of the original eight teams want to re-enrol and new teams have been 
nominated for 2010
Two regional tournaments were established with finals held in Alice Springs
Interaction with the broader community and family members were able to play 
together
Softball associations provided elite level information to officials and players
Key rules were applied in each regional competition
Team members who competed in the Northern Territory Championships were 
great ambassadors for their sport and community.

The long term goal is to provide an ongoing softball tournament for women of all ages. 
It will be further developed by incorporating other health messages in the program, 
such as good nutrition and quitting smoking.

CONTACT Cherie Forbes   cherie.forbes@ centraldesert.nt.gov.au   (08) 8958 2506

Winner: City of Marion  South Australia
Rajah Street Reserve Project
Award: $2000 and a commemorative photo frame

Launched by the City of Marion in 2005, the Rajah Street Reserve Project explores 
new ways of engaging the community to increase social capital. It uses community 
development principles and a strength based model recognising that the community 
are the experts in their own lives and have a vision for the future.



The main target group are householders of the Rajah Reserve surrounds where there 
is a large percentage of public housing. The area contains 410 households and 210 of 
those are Housing SA properties.

Key highlights of the Rajah Street Reserve Project include:
71 programs, activities and events have occurred, often run by the community 
themselves, including healthy weekly meals, social nights and physical
activities for young people
A total of 4,992 contacts with residents were made during the project
Residents contributed 1,952 hours of volunteer time to their community
Key activities are now being self-funded by the community
88% of surveyed residents involved in the project stated that their community 
is now a better place to live
A Housing Trust house was provided to the community for community capacity 
building activities, with a community garden established at the rear of the 
property to sustain the weekly community meal
Partnerships formed with five agencies
New arrivals welcomed and encouraged to attend events
An increase in community capacity and social capital which has resulted in 
significant improvements to residents physical health and wellbeing
Residents feeling safer in their community.

CONTACT  Renee Healey   renee.healey@ marion.sa.gov.au   (08) 8375 6850
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